If you are travelling to India and returning to UAE, then even four months of validity of your passport is fine. But if you are applying for an international visa – they generally ask for the passport to have a six-month validity.

Rajamurugan said that the embassy has seen instances where Indian expats come to their embassies and missions every now and then.

"Nearly 30 years ago, I was named as Johnson’s effective deputy in New York and Beverly Hills in the US, and permanent residency was a channel to get a green card and permanent residency or because there were not many visas. Since its inception, the EB-5 programme has drifted to account initially restrict the possibility of EB-5 investment level to account for Indian applicants, say experts. As per Vivek Tanelli, “[there is] a six months validity,” he said. If you are travelling to India and returning to UAE, they generally ask for the passport to have a six-month validity.

"We are hiring professional candidates, which will offer the option to fly into Dubai, and more people travelHONE": 28x915x1516.5 "ABU DHABI: Here is some friendly advice from the embassy to Indian expats who as residents take advantage of the six-month validity of your passport while travelling to India. The validity of your passport, the number of blank pages left in your travel document and family members don’t forget to check the expiry on your UAE residence visa,” said Manoj Ramani, Consul General at Abu Dhabi.

The official said the embassy has seen instances where Indian expats come to requesting passport renewal disposing of their passport at airports because their passports had expired or their pages were filled up with enough blank pages in their travel document. "We directed them to RLE International Passport Services to fill the passport issuance. This situation can be avoided and a lot of trouble can be saved by just making the check in advance and report the documents every now and then.”

"It is important to check on their minor children’s passports. They are valid only for five years so ensure that they are renewed in time.

"When is it the ideal time for passport renewal? “It all depends on the places you want to visit and how frequently you travel. Ideally there should be enough space for the immigration stamps. So if you just do travelling to local places, say once in a couple of days or a week, we arrange for a new passport to be issued through RLE.”

The consular adviser said Indian expats to call a 24x7 hotline number listed on the Indian embassy website for any emergency. The councillor also asks parents to keep a regular check on their minor children’s passports. “They are valid only for five years so ensure that they are renewed in time.

"So when is it the ideal time for passport renewal? "It all depends on the places you want to visit and how frequently you travel. Ideally there should be enough space for the immigration stamps. So if you just do travelling to local places, say once in a couple of days or a week, we arrange for a new passport to be issued through RLE.”

Rajamurugan said that the embassy has seen instances where Indian expats come to their embassies and missions every now and then.

"Nearly 30 years ago, I was named as Johnson’s effective deputy in New York and Beverly Hills in the US, and permanent residency was a channel to get a green card and permanent residency or because there were not many visas. Since its inception, the EB-5 programme has drifted to account initially restrict the possibility of EB-5 investment level to account for Indian applicants, say experts. As per Vivek Tanelli, “[there is] a six months validity,” he said. If you are travelling to India and returning to UAE, they generally ask for the passport to have a six-month validity.

"We are hiring professional candidates, which will offer the option to fly into Dubai, and more people travel..."
EMIGRATION

New British PM seeks special relationship with India

LONDON: New British Prime Minister Liz Truss has set out to push for closer ties with India, and has declared personal commitment to deliver a "truly special UK-India relationship, a strategic partnership that transcends commerce and trade to become the bedrock of our diplomatic, political, economic and defense relationship with India."

The new prime minister said that the UK and India are two modern democracies who should work closely together to promote economic trade and prosperity, improve global security and tackle the "challenges our countries face."

"I am elected Conservative Party Leader and Prime Minister determined to build back closely with our friends in the Indian government, business and society to deliver a truly special UK-India relationship," she said. "In keeping with his firm pro-India credentials, he showed a determination to leave the EU by the Oct 31 deadline, the senio TRUMP asked "if you have a report of help made on free trade agreement (FTA) talks with India as a priority for a over a decade."

The Union government is now inking major Labour reforms. No doubt, these reforms are pending for a long time and it is heartening that the Modi government is serious about these reforms.

Former NITI Aayog senior member Arvind Panagariya has captured the complexion of India's labour laws in these words: "The labour situation is incredibly complicated when you go from six workers to seven, it gives you 10, the Factory Act kicks in. And when you go from 20 to 25, something else kicks in, as happens again when you go from 49 to 50 and 99 to 100 workers."

The Factories Act, which says that you are a manufacturing firm with 10 workers or more, you cannot dismiss any of them under any circumstances unless you get prior approval from the government."

This sums up the present labour situation. A large portion of the labour force is in the informal sector, involving a mix of industries including trade, transport, and related services. India's labor laws are among the most complex in the world, with more than 80 central laws and thousands of state laws. The Centre is keen on consolidating the entire legislation into a few codes - relating to wages, industrial relations, social security and occupational safety, health and working conditions - and bring about reforms to ease up business. But, workforce entitlements should not be disregarded in the urge to ensure the conduct of business. This simplifies access to numerous provisions of law. The key stakeholders consumed in a three-year period. The exercise, the cabinet recently approved the tabling of the Code on Occupational Safety, Health and Working Conditions Bill in Parliament, which encapsulates 13 laws.

The Union cabinet is also deliberating on the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Labour drew up its report which will be introduced in parliament soon. While piloting these changes, it is important that the Centre reaches a consensus with all stakeholders, some of whom have already expressed misgivings. Against the jargon of securing work rights may be the concern for policymakers. The exercise is about empowering employees to adapt labour-displacing techniques of employment, not just one-sided employment.

One approach to labour regulation that cuts out cumbersome processes and simplies a few items of the list should be guiding the principle of labour reforms.

NEW DELHI: Republic HDMI named to ‘Women for Trump Coalition’

CALIFORNIA: Republic HDMI K Dhillon named what may be a very challenging position in Donald Trump's administration. K Dhillon was named a co-chair of the newly-formed “Women for Trump Coalition.”

Recently, she was active in defending controversial donald trump's bussiness and in defending controversial donald trump's bussiness. She is keen on consolidating the central laws into four codes related to wages, industrial relations, social security and occupational safety, health and working conditions - and bring about reforms to ease up business. But, workforce entitlements should not be disregarded in the urge to ensure the conduct of business. This simplifies access to numerous provisions of law. The key stakeholders consumed in a three-year period. The exercise, the cabinet recently approved the tabling of the Code on Occupational Safety, Health and Working Conditions Bill in Parliament, which encapsulates 13 laws.
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Readers are requested to verify and make appropriate enquiries to satisfy themselves about the veracity of an advertisement before responding to any published advertisements in this newspaper and in any other newspaper published in India. NEWS AND NRI CONNECT, its publisher and owner IPEPCIL Publications do NOT vouch for the authenticity of any advertisement or advertiser or for any of the advertiser's products and/or services. In no event can the owner, publisher, printer, editor, directors, employees of this newspaper be held responsible in any manner whatsoever for any claims and/or damages for advertisements in this newspaper.

OMAN For Waste Disposal Project
Walk In Interview on 20th & 30th July 2019

- WASTE DISPOSAL CONTROLLERS
- MACHINE OPERATORS - GCC etc.
- HELPERS

Attractive salary with other benefits.

OMAN - A Leading Contracting Co. requires Chartered Engineers/ Architects/ Surveyors for various Projects in Oman & other Gulf Countries

- Chartered Engineers
- Architects
- Surveyors

Interested candidates may forward their简历 to the below email address:

Media H.R. Consultants
P.O. Box 1820, Muscat, OMAN

Email: mediahrconsultants@outlook.com

JOB IN KUWAIT

A Leading International Co. requires for their Airport Project

MALCOLM INTERVIEW ON 25, 27, 29 & 30 JULY 2019

BOBCAT OPERATORS / TOWER CRANE OPERATORS (Rapid S/C of Kuwait)

All candidates must have experience of operating Rapid S/C & should possess a valid Indian / Kuwait License.

RIGGERS

2 – 3 years exp. Third Party

Large Requirement

OMAN - A Leading Contracting Co. requires Chartered Engineers/ Architects/ Surveyors for various Projects in Oman & other Gulf Countries

- Chartered Engineers
- Architects
- Surveyors

Interested candidates may forward their简历 to the below email address:

Media H.R. Consultants
P.O. Box 1820, Muscat, OMAN

Email: mediahrconsultants@outlook.com

Oman - For Waste Disposal Project
Walk In Interview on 20th & 30th July 2019

- WASTE DISPOSAL CONTROLLERS
- MACHINE OPERATORS - GCC etc.
- HELPERS

Attractive salary with other benefits.

For Reputed Co.

QATAR / SAUDI ARABIA

- Thermal Plant - Electrical & Instrumentation Technicians
- Electrical & Instrumentation Technicians

Interested candidates with Electrical & Instrumentation experience are requested to forward their resume to:

A.G. ENTERPRISES
P.O. Box 9999, Doha, Qatar

Email: a.g.entreprises@gmail.com

SHARING IN PROGRESS

FOR OMAN, BAHRAIN, KUWAIT

- HVAC ENGINEER
- ELECTRIC MOTOR WINDER
- ALUMINIUM WINDERS

Interested candidates with relevant experience are requested to forward their resume to:

Electrical TEAM

Email: electrical.team@here.com

DISCLAIMER

Readers are requested to verify and make appropriate enquiries to satisfy themselves about the veracity of an advertisement before responding to any published advertisements in this newspaper and in any other newspaper published in India. NEWS AND NRI CONNECT, its publisher and owner IPEPCIL Publications do NOT vouch for the authenticity of any advertiser or for any of the advertiser’s products and/or services. In no event can the owner, publisher, printer, editor, director, employees of this newspaper be held responsible in any manner whatsoever for any claims and/or damages for advertisements in this newspaper.

OMAN - A leading Contracting Co. requires for various Projects in Oman & other Gulf Countries

- Mechanical Engineers
- Electrical Engineers
- Civil Engineers
- Architects
- Surveyors

Interested candidates may forward their简历 to:

Media H.R. Consultants
P.O. Box 1820, Muscat, OMAN

Email: mediahrconsultants@outlook.com

Oman - Oman

- Arab Workers
- Welding Foreman
- Workshop Foreman

Interested candidates are requested to forward their resume to:

Al Dar Construction Co. Ltd.
P.O. Box 7018, Muscat, OMAN

Email: jobs@aldarconstruction.com

For Reputed Co.

SAUDI ARABIA

- Electrical & Instrumentation Technicians

Interested candidates with relevant experience are requested to forward their resume to:

A.G. ENTERPRISES
P.O. Box 9999, Doha, Qatar

Email: a.g.entreprises@gmail.com

SHARING IN PROGRESS

FOR OMAN, BAHRAIN, KUWAIT

- HVAC ENGINEER
- ELECTRIC MOTOR WINDER
- ALUMINIUM WINDERS

Interested candidates with relevant experience are requested to forward their resume to:

Electrical TEAM

Email: electrical.team@here.com
NEW DELHI: The Union Human Resource Development (HRD) Minister, Ramesh Pokhriyal, in a tweet stated that Over 67,000 students from across the world have been recommended for admissions in higher education institutes in India. The Ministry of Education has decided to launch within a month a portal dedicated to the growth of MSMEs.

MSME portal to be launched soon: Gadkari

NEW DELHI: The portal would be launched within a month and various entrepreneurs would be able to apply for foreign nationals across the country.

When is the right time to apply?

The Union Minister of Digital India, Ravi Shetti, has set aside a date by which the MSME portal would be launched.

Government clears NMC Bill to revamp medical education system

NEW DELHI: The government has cleared the National Medical Commission (NMC) Bill to revamp medical education system.

The bill that was first introduced in the Lok Sabha during Question Time, has been done in a timely and streamlined manner. The Union Minister for Health and Family Welfare, J.P. Nadda, told the media that the government has decided to launch the MSME portal within a month.

While foreign students are applying at Indian medical colleges, an alternative has been seen to be feasible, such as the All India Institute of Medical Sciences (AIIMS) to ensure uniform standards.

Sumer Sethi, Director, the Indian Institute of Mass Communication (IIMC), and National Institute of Technological Studies (NITS), stated that studying in Asia is a program by the Indian government to promote India as a global educational hub and invite foreign students to study in India-based institutes.

It will be a good opportunity to provide a new stream of foreign students who have a significant job generation and promote the quality of living standards in the country.

Javadekar.

The bill that was first introduced in the Lok Sabha during Question Time, has been done in a timely and streamlined manner.

The government has decided to launch the MSME portal within a month.
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ONC to fill up 214 apprentice posts

The Indian Navy will conduct an open recruitment drive to fill up 214 apprentice posts for the facility, which includes the Clinical Establishments and Hospital Services. The candidates will be selected through an online application process followed by the preliminary medical examination and interview.

**Eligibility Criteria:**
- Educational qualification: The candidates must possess a Bachelor’s degree in Arts or Business Administration.
- Experience: The candidates must have worked for at least 18 months in a similar capacity.
- Age limit: The candidates must be between the ages of 18 to 28 years.

**Application Process:**
- The online application form will be available from July 23, 2019.
- The last date to apply is August 5, 2019.
- The selection process will be based on the basis of marks obtained in various academic degrees.

**On completion of INET, short-listed candidates will be called for the next level, i.e., physical fitness test and preliminary medical examination. On completion of this phase, a merit list shall be prepared, and successful candidates will be selected for the course.

**How to apply:**
- The candidates can apply online through the official website, www.apprentices.in on or before August 5, 2019.

**Contact details:**
- Assistant: The candidates need to possess Bachelor’s degree in Arts or Business Administration.
- Telephone: The candidates need to possess ITI in Electrician Trade.
- Age Limit: The upper age limit of the candidates should not be above 24 years of age.

**Important dates:**
- Commencement of online application: July 23
- Last date to apply online: August 5
- Selection process:
- Final list will be published on the basis of marks obtained in various academic degrees.

**Minimum standards for clinical establishments mooted**

The Indian School of Hospitality (ISH) has developed and maintained minimum standards for clinical establishments, in line with the latest requirements. The standards are applicable to clinics offering hospital services.

- **Minimum standards for clinical establishments:**
  - All clinics shall have a prominent signboard.
  - The clinic shall be well-illuminated and shall have a prominent entrance number.
  - Clean surroundings and ventilated and clean with a well-illuminated and ventilated entrance.
  - The clinic shall be well-ventilated and clean with a well-illuminated and ventilated entrance.
  - The clinic shall be well-maintained and kept clean with a well-illuminated and ventilated entrance.
  - The clinic shall be well-maintained and kept clean with a well-illuminated and ventilated entrance.

**Hospitality learning takes off in India**

Hospitality learning takes off in India with the Indian Navy introducing a new program to train chef stewards. The program aims to meet the increasing demand for skilled professionals in the hospitality industry.

- **Course details:**
  - **Course title:** Indian Navy Sailors Recruitment Program
  - **Duration:** 2 years
  - **Eligibility:** Class X pass or equivalent
  - **Career path:** Chef, Steward, etc.

**Post wise vacancy details:**
- Assistant: 7
- Assistant cook: 4
- Junior cook: 6
- Junior cook (INET): 3
- Instrument Mechanic: 3
- Laboratory Assistant: 2

**Job responsibilities:**
- Assist in preparing food
- Assist in maintaining hygiene in the kitchen
- Assist in maintaining cleanliness and order in the kitchen

**Eligibility criteria:**
- Educational qualification:
  - **First assistant chef:** Class X or equivalent
  - **Junior cook:** Class X or equivalent
  - **Junior cook (INET):** Class X or equivalent
  - **Instrument Mechanic:** ITI in a relevant field
  - **Laboratory Assistant:** BSc or equivalent

**Important dates:**
- **Last date to apply online:** July 23, 2019
- **Commencement of online application:** July 23
- **Last date to apply online:** August 5, 2019

**Contact details:**
- Online application will be accepted through the website, indiannavy.gov.in.

**Fun Corner**

**Sudoku Puzzle**

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
4 3 6 8 2 1 5 9 7
9 8 5 4 3 7 2 6 1
7 2 4 9 5 6 3 8 1
6 1 8 3 9 4 7 5 2
3 9 1 7 6 2 8 4 5
5 7 2 1 8 3 9 4 6
2 4 9 6 7 5 1 3 8
8 5 3 2 1 9 4 7 6

**Riddle:** To solve a Sudoku puzzle, each row and column must have the digits from 1 to 9, and no digit can appear more than once in each row or column. The puzzle has a unique solution, and there will be no new solutions in the next issue.

**Sudoku Puzzle #1 Answer**

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
4 3 6 8 2 1 5 9 7
9 8 5 4 3 7 2 6 1
7 2 4 9 5 6 3 8 1
6 1 8 3 9 4 7 5 2
3 9 1 7 6 2 8 4 5
5 7 2 1 8 3 9 4 6
2 4 9 6 7 5 1 3 8
8 5 3 2 1 9 4 7 6
I am employed by a company in UAE since May, 2018. Last month, I had applied for annual leave, but it was rejected by the employer. Therefore, I applied for my annual leave again this month and was allowed an unpaid vacation of 30 days. Now, I also am entitled to an air ticket to my home country, but the employer said that they will provide me with the air ticket fare in August. The company further said that the air ticket fare will be reduced. How do I handle this problem?

We assume that you are employed by an employer based in the UAE and are subject to the provisions of the Federal Law No. 8 of 2003 concerning the Labor Relations in the UAE (the “Employment Law”). You are entitled to 30 days of annual leave in any given year of employment with your employer. This is in accordance with Article 75 of the Employment Law. Your employer shall, for each year of service, be entitled to an annual leave of not less than: 1) Two days a month, where the employer’s period of service is more than one year; and 2) 30 days a year, where the employer’s period of service is more than one year.

Nevertheless, your employer has the discretion to grant you annual leave in addition to the commencement of your annual leave as mentioned in Article 76 of the Employment Law. Your employer can confirm your annual leave, you are entitled to an annual leave. Your employer can pay and housing allowance if applicable, as part of your annual leave. This is in accordance with Article 80 of the Employment Law, which states: “Each employee is entitled to an annual leave and the housing allowance, if applicable, in respect of his days of annual leave.” Your employer is also entitled to grant leave for the work interest to put an employee on paid, part-time or unpaid leave. The leave period must not exceed one year. Furthermore, your employer is entitled to grant leave if the days on which he worked were notjford by the employee’s period of service. However, the leave period must not exceed one year.

As per the mentioned provision of law, your employer is obligated to notify you of the leave period. Your employer must notify you of the leave period, which are accrued to you as on the date of commencement of your annual vacation, before the end of your annual leave. It is also the employer’s duty to pay your employer prior to the commencement of your vacation. Any leave taken by you beyond your entitlement of annual leave will be unapproved. This is in accordance with Article 80 of the Employment Law, which states: “Before the commencement of an employee’s annual leave, his employer shall pay the full remuneration due to him plus the leave salary or the equivalent thereof.” Further, you are entitled to an annual air ticket fare if your employer commits, during the period of your employment, any act which has not been done, the same may withdraw his consent, before and during his annual leave more than once in two successive years.”

In accordance with the mentioned provision of law, your employer is obligated to pay you the full remuneration which are accrued to you as on the date of commencement of your annual vacation, before the end of your annual leave. It is also the employer’s duty to pay your employer prior to the commencement of your vacation. Any leave taken by you beyond your entitlement of annual leave will be unapproved. This is in accordance with Article 80 of the Employment Law, which states: “Before the commencement of an employee’s annual leave, his employer shall pay the full remuneration due to him plus the leave salary or the equivalent thereof.” Further, you are entitled to an annual air ticket fare if your employer commits, during the period of your employment, any act which has not been done, the same may withdraw his consent, before and during his annual leave more than once in two successive years.”

In accordance with Article 80 of the Employment Law, which states: “Before the commencement of an employee’s annual leave, his employer shall pay the full remuneration due to him plus the leave salary or the equivalent thereof.” Further, you are entitled to an annual air ticket fare if your employer commits, during the period of your employment, any act which has not been done, the same may withdraw his consent, before and during his annual leave more than once in two successive years.”
The government is planning to raise up to Rs 10 billion in one or more tranches of an overseas bond sale as early as October, according to people familiar with the matter.

An official would prefer to sell you or euro denominated debt as so to appeal more to a broader set of people, said asking, not to be quoted. The sale is still under discussion.

A dollar bond isn't ruled out, though, for secondary market liquidity, while it could also appeal to the debt in multiple sales over a longer period.

India is banking on the novelty of a debut offering at a time when emerging market bonds are desperate for returns for the world's top three USD-denominated issuers. While Saudi Arabia and Argentina have raised money in recent months from emerging market bond sales as well as state-of-the-art R&D facilities, it added.

When complete, the 1.3 billion square feet campus will be a broad range of functions including RD, engineering services, research and development.

"This strategic investment will underscore HPE's long-term commitment to India and will enable it to better serve customers as it grows its operations, manufacturing and employee bases in the country, its increase in sales. It will also begin construction of a high-tech expansion to its Mahadevapura campus in Bengaluru that will be able to house more than 10,000 employees, as well as state-of-the-art R&D facilities, it added."

The company is scheduled to start manufacturing in its subsidiary Aruba's portfolio of mobility and Internet of Things (IoT) solutions in India before the end of this year.

The manufacturing capital in India will also allow HPE to leverage its global networking solutions that will equip it to take on some of the companies in the platform business, said Antonios Neri, President and CEO of the India-US CEO Forum, said India is one of the countries where HPE sees economic growth in the world, and the investments will further develop the country as a critical market for HPE's global business.

Hewlett Packard to invest $500m in India
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India top Asian destination for UK tourists

Emirates offers huge discounts on airfares

I ndia has emerged as the top tourist destination for UK travelers, with bookings scheduled between June 20, 2019, and February 28, 2020 from various UK cities. According to travel booking platform Flybe.

The data highlighted the push to develop closer tourism between India and the UK post-Brexit.

As per the recent data, 1,640,149, just under 87,000 advanced bookings had been made in the UK through all global distribution systems (GDS) for the purpose of visitation to India. The hotel sector witnessed a rise in bookings through this and can work with the authorities to develop tourism through travel agencies. It is clear that with the ME Region. The recruitment agencies should be worry-free and the industry is already stiff competition for China and Thailand combined. This trend is failing to deter the UK from doing a wonderful job in handling the various issues and grievances of recruitment agencies. What’s your opinion? Both the PGE and POE have a practice and are very supportive of the Recruitment Agencies (RA). The number of complaints from emigrants against Recruitment Agencies is alarming. IPEFCIL, and other ilkominated representation associations should work with the PGEs to root out the black sheep and end the menace that is being misused on the uneducated migrant.

4) Former Union Minis- ter of External Affairs Mrs Suchana Swaraj was having very underscoring knowledge on the issues related to foreign jobs and jobs abroad. How is your expectation from the present Ministry?

9) Government of Pakistan has been issuing visas to Sri Lanka for short-term visits. The Sri Lankan government has been issuing visas to Sri Lankans for trade in the past.

10) How and when you Born

The company also delivers airline seats, hotel rooms, cruise bookings, insurance, travel insurance and travel management companies and through its platform.
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The Recruitment Fraternity is doing a wonderful job in handling the various issues and grievances of recruitment agencies. What’s your opinion?

The Recruitment Fraternity had a circuit stating the Minimum wages, the three for return flights to India is 3,165 and 3,270 respectively.

1) Please tell us about the Birth of your magazine, the Gulf market has become a little bit cyclic, with some peaks and troughs that are coming and going. In the mid to the late 1980s and early 1990s, the Gulf was seen as the place where the Forex bureaus were there. These are the same commodity export based economies, they trade largely in oil. It is a major impact on oil of course and also on the government. The advent of the Gulf region, and the Gulf state companies and strategies consultancy have contributed to the adverse situation. Coupled with the above scenario, active focus on climate change and awareness of the environment alternative and renewable sources of energy is gaining momentum. This in turn is leading to demand for fossil fuel revenue in India. The potential for fossil fuel revenue in oil, barring short term geopolitical uncertainties
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10) How and when you were to travel. The Gulf trade was not limited to the Malay and Far Eastern countries. Indian workers seeking employment in the Golf also travelled to South-East Asia, Africa and the Pacific Islands.
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